THINK MINC

Introducing MiniMINC—the newest member of Digital's easy-to-use computer family—starting from $9,900.*

Now there are three MINC systems. Three easy-to-use, easy-to-interface computer systems that you can use to plot charts, solve complex engineering and statistical problems, control instruments, and acquire data.

The newest member of the MINC family—MiniMINC—is a complete desk-top computer system with all the power and all the BASIC software for graphic, scientific, and laboratory applications that have made MINC such a success.

With half-million character dual floppy storage, MiniMINC has all the functionality of a true computer system. It has five serial line interfaces for peripherals and lab instruments and communications with a host computer, and like its bigger brothers, MINC and DECLAB-11/MINC, MiniMINC is built around the proven Digital PDP-11 microcomputer.

If you'd like complete information about any of these MINC computer systems, write Laboratory Data Products Group, Digital Equipment Corporation, Marlboro, Massachusetts 01752. Telephone (617) 481-9511, Ext. 6969. European headquarters: 12, av. des Morgines, 1213 Petit-Lancy/Geneva. In Canada: Digital Equipment of Canada, Ltd.

*Prices apply in U.S.A. only.
The New Complete Line... only... from HAAKE

NOW...
A MODEL CHOICE FOR ALL LABORATORY APPLICATIONS AND BUDGETS

Covering -70° to +350° C with true control accuracy of ±0.01°C.

Constant Temperature Thermal Liquid Baths and External Circulators
The widest, most advanced selection of liquid temperature control in today's market.

For further details send for our complete new catalog.
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